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Day 0 – Toronto – Paris – Casablanca

The limo picked me up at home at 15:00 on October 4th and dropped me at Terminal 3 at Pearson 

International at 15:40 – it was overcast, but no rain and the traffic was reasonable.

I was through Air France check in, passed security and at the gate by 16:00 for a 17:50 boarding of 

the flight at 18:40. The pilot actually pushed back at 18:32, eight minutes early and a first for me. He

hit the throttles at 18:52 hrs.

I had an aisle in a row of three, but the Eastern European couple beside me were nervous fliers. they 

could not stop jabbering and squirming, so I got no sleep.

On October 5th we landed at Charles de Gaulle at 01:47, which was 07:47 local. We had hit a lot of 

turbulence on the way over the Atlantic and it caught us again on landing – it was a vicious cross 

wind tire squeeler.

Breakfast had a surprise for me. A container of yoghurt had a bulged cap. When I pried it open it 

immediately vomited a slug of cream-coloured goo to tarnish my new Marks and Spencer’s chinos. It

took a bit of a scrub in the airport washroom to mitigate the damage.

The plane had ramped at Terminal 2E at the M series of gates. I had thought that it would be easy to 

get to my connecting flight to Casablanca as it also departed Terminal 2E. Not so, I was leaving from

gate K36.

I had to walk a very long way to get back to the connections hub. Then I had to go down several 

levels to get to a subway “navette” that would move me past gates L to gates K.

When I emerged I was confronted by security and the usual strip tease. If you did this sort of thing 

on a public street a cop would arrest you.

But, I did not have to show my passport. I had done so three times in Toronto so there must be some

sort of agreement in place. As it turned out I did not have to show a passport to get on the plane to 

Casablanca. Once again I had to run the gamut of shops trying to sell me stuff at two in the morning.

I checked the camera prices and they were even worse than Heathrow.
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At the bistro a small bottle of Coke cost five dollars.

Down at the gate free internet was advertised. Free internet cost two Euros. No sale.

I did spot one very innovative security trick. A young guy wanted to charge up his laptop. So he 

crawled around on the floor until he found an electrical outlet. Then he plugged in his charger, put 

his laptop on the floor, draped his jacket on top of the laptop, stretched out full length and the floor, 

put his head on the jacket pillow pulled his cap over his head and tried to snatch a nap.

I though of trying to get some sleep at the gate. My iPad has a great alarm in it that sets off a wailing 

air raid siren that would wake the dead. I dismissed the idea as that sort of alarm would bring a herd

of gendarmes with machine guns.

I saw a lot of interesting people while I waited out the four and a half hour layover. But, the winner 

was a black man waiting for a flight to Lagos, Nigeria. He was wearing a very colourful outfit, but it 

was covered by a full parka, complete with a fur-lined hood covering his head. Paris was a 

reasonable 15′ Celsius, but he was obviously in thermal shock.

Finally boarding time arrived, but the four ground staff were so disorganized they totally blew the 

boarding. We were fifteen minutes late when I saw the female captain descend the ladder to the 

tarmac carrying one carry-on. She was followed by a parade of ants who eventually took off 

seventeen bags from the cabin. I think the captain told the ground crew to stuff them in a belly hold. 

By then we had lost our slot and were really late.

We flew down over Southern Spain and Portugal. I was fading when I spotted the smudge of the 

North African coast. Then I saw white puffy clouds, but quickly realized they were the cumulae 

granite of the Atlas Mountains topped with snow.

Our troubles were not over. The flight crew had not handed out landing cards so we had to scramble 

to find them and fill them out. It took me half an hour to get through immigration. The Canadian 

passport seemed to find favour as I whizzed through compared to others.

I was lucky to get my bag quite quickly and went out into the Meet and Greet area of Terminal Two, 

where we had been herded by security but my Insight guy was not there for me. After about five 

minutes I approached an Abercrombie and Fitch greeter and asked if he knew where my Insight guy 

might be. The A&F guy asked his buddies and got on his cell phone. About five minutes later he got a
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call saying that my guy was in Terminal One and that I had to drag my bag over there.

United with my greeter, it was a thirty kilometre drive of about forty minutes to get me to the 

Casablanca Sheraton. The drive was through very sparse terrain and I took no photos. After check in

and changing 100 Euros into MAD money, MAD being the symbol for the Moroccan currency, I 

spotted a notice from our Tour Manager beside the elevator. We were to meet for drinks and dinner 

at 18:30 hrs.

As soon as I got in my room I recognized it as the exact copy of the one I had in Krakow the first two 

nights in Poland with Insight. The first thing I did was launder my socks and underwear in the bidet,

as the sink plug would not hold water long enough for a good soaking.

At dinner we got a general tour overview, our name badges and baggage tags. The bad news was 

wake-up at 06:30 (Toronto midnight), bags out at 07:00 and breakfast at the same hour for a 08:00 

departure to Fes via Rebat.

Then our group of 38 had a very good buffet dinner. During the dinner we signed up for the 100 

dirham (10 Euros) water program. As the water is not safe to drink, by getting into the pool we could

have bottled water every day for our tours on the coach and also to take to the hotel room at night.

So far I have identified Aussies from Perth, Adelaide and Melbourne, Canadians from Vancouver 

and Edmonton, a Brazilian couple and a woman from San Francisco. Late arrivals included three 

women, two from Connecticut and one from New Jersey.

I repacked, took some Melatonin, laid out my stuff for the next day and went to bed at 21:00, not 

really expecting to get much sleep.
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